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This resource was refined and piloted through a collaborative process with the 48 states participating in the National Center on Educational Outcomes’ (NCEO’s) 1% Cap Community of Practice (CoP) during its bi-weekly webinar calls in 2021 and 2022. Although the CoP was formed at the request of states to provide them the opportunity for private state conversations, it was with mutual agreement among the CoP members that this tool should be shared publicly on the NCEO website.


Addendum

The tool in this publication has been updated to correct an error in the calculation of the confidence interval for the risk ratio. This correction has the effect of creating a more expansive confidence interval resulting in a decrease in the likelihood of finding potential disproportionality in a subgroup compared to the previous version.
Disproportionality in the Alternate Assessment Calculator: A Tool for State and Local Education Agencies

The 2015 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, known as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), includes a 1.0% cap on state-level participation rates in the alternate assessment aligned to alternate academic achievement standards (AA-AAAS). This assessment is for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. States may apply for a waiver prior to the testing window if they think they will go over the 1.0% cap (34 CFR 200.6(c)(2)).

Part of a state’s waiver application requires verifying and addressing disproportionality in the identification of students with the most significant cognitive disabilities. Disproportionality exists in the AA-AAAS when there are atypical differences in the proportions of participants from a student group who took the AA-AAAS compared to those who took the general assessment. Specifically, the state must provide evidence that it has verified that each local education agency (LEA) that the state anticipates will test more than 1.0% of its assessed students in any subject using an AA-AAAS:

(1) followed the state’s guidelines for participation in the AA-AAAS; and

(2) will address any disproportionality in the percentage of students in any subgroup under section 1111(c)(2)(A), (B), or (D) of the Act taking an AA-AAAS (34 CFR 200.6(d)), consistent with section 612(a)(16) (C) of the IDEA.

These student subgroups include seven racial and ethnic groups (White, Black or African American, Hispanic, Native American or Alaska Native, Asian, Pacific Islander, and Multiracial), socio-economic status (as determined by a student’s eligibility for Free and Reduced Price Meals), and English learners. The state must also provide a plan and timeline with clear, actionable steps and milestones for how the state will address any disproportionality in the percentage of students taking an AA-AAAS as identified through the data provided by LEAs (34 CFR 200.6(c)(4)(iv)). The law does not explicitly define the term “disproportionality” or provide any guidance on methodology for analysis of disproportionality for students taking an AA-AAAS.

Excel Tool

The Excel tool described in this document can be accessed at:

- Example: [https://nceo.umn.edu/docs/OnlinePubs/DisproCalcExampleData.xlsx](https://nceo.umn.edu/docs/OnlinePubs/DisproCalcExampleData.xlsx)
- Blank tool: [https://nceo.umn.edu/docs/OnlinePubs/DisproCalcBlank.xlsx](https://nceo.umn.edu/docs/OnlinePubs/DisproCalcBlank.xlsx)

Cut and paste the link into the browser if the link does not open.
This tool is a companion to a National Center on Educational Outcomes (NCEO) brief, *Guidance for Examining Disproportionality of Student Group Participation in Alternate Assessments* (Evans & Domaleski, 2019a). That brief provides a detailed examination and illustration of disproportionality for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities taking an AA-AAAS. It begins by reviewing a framework with respect to its application to address disproportionality. This is followed by an illustration of specific analytic steps and concludes by providing guidance for further inquiry that links back to the guiding principles in the framework. In addition to the guidance in the brief, NCEO and the National Center for the Improvement of Educational Assessment (NCIEA) produced a second companion resource, a video training module: *Guidance for Examining Participation Rates and Disproportionality* (Evans & Domaleski, 2019b). The video training module discussed the principles and process necessary to engage in a review of participation and disproportionality on the AA-AAAS. It also provided some examples to demonstrate analytic techniques in Excel with sample data.

A state education agency (SEA) recreated the tool presented in the video and used it to examine AA-AAAS disproportionality in the state and in LEAs in that state when providing oversight. After having success with the tool, the state shared it with NCEO’s 1.0% Community of Practice (1% CoP). Other states adopted the tool, and after some use in the field, collectively the states felt the tool could be improved. With input and feedback from the 1.0% CoP, NCEO revised the tool to create the *Disproportionality in the Alternate Assessment Calculator*.

**Purpose of Tool**
The purpose of this tool is to support SEAs and LEAs in examining disproportionality with respect to student group participation in their AA-AAAS. Examining disproportionality with regard to alternate assessment participation is essentially an inquiry into whether certain groups are over- or under-identified as having a most significant cognitive disability. Participation data for groups of interest (e.g., race/ethnicity, economically disadvantaged, English learner status, chronic absenteeism) can be entered for a SEA or LEA. The tool then calculates the risk ratio.

The **risk ratio** is a way to describe the relationship of observed versus expected proportions and is sometimes referred to as the “relative risk.” It is calculated by dividing the proportion of AA-AAAS participants in a particular subgroup (e.g., race/ethnicity, socio-economic) by the proportion of students in the same subgroup who are non-participants. A risk ratio of 1.0 indicates that the proportion of students in a subgroup who are AA-AAAS participants is the same as the proportion of students in that subgroup who are not AA-AAAS participants. In other words, there is no evidence of disproportionality when the risk ratio is at or very near 1. The tool also calculates a confidence interval around the risk ratios that varies depending on how large that subgroup is as a proportion of the overall student population.
Entering Data and Calculation of Risk Ratio

The risk ratio can be calculated using the following steps:

Step 1. See the Data Entry sheet for each content area (i.e., reading/ELA, math, science). Enter participation data for subgroups of interest (e.g., race/ethnicity, economically disadvantaged, English learner status, chronic absenteeism) for the AA-AAAS and the general assessment. To address the small numbers in an LEA, use a participation rate based on multiple years of data. Three years is recommended. If the total number of students is large (e.g., a state population or large urban LEA), a year or two years may be used.

Step 2. Scroll down to indicate which years should be included in the risk ratio calculation.

Step 3. Continue scrolling down and review the results to determine if the difference is meaningful. Details of the calculations are shown in the “Summary” sheet.

Whether the relative risk of disproportionality is above expectations, as expected, or below expectations also depends on the confidence level selected. The confidence level is entered in the cell at the top of the Summary sheet. The confidence level is set to 5% by default. In other words, there is a 95% probability that the actual risk ratio falls within the confidence interval around the estimated risk ratio. The confidence interval shown at the bottom of the sheet is used to quantify how close to 1.0 the risk ratio must be to qualify as “very near.” The confidence interval will be wide for subgroups that make up a small proportion of the population and narrow when the proportion is large.

When the lower end of the confidence interval is greater than 1.0, it indicates that the probability or “risk” of a subgroup student being an AA-AAAS participant is greater than expected. For example, when the risk ratio is 2.0 and the lower end of the confidence interval is 1.8, it indicates that a student who is a member of the subgroup is twice as likely to participate in the AA-AAAS. When the upper end is less than 1.0, it indicates that a subgroup student is less likely to be an AA-AAAS participant than expected. For example, a risk ratio of 0.5 with the upper end of the confidence interval at 0.9, indicates that students in the subgroup are half as likely to be AA-AAAS participants.

This tool does not define or identify “significant” disproportionality. This tool only identifies whether the relative risk of disproportionality is above expectations, as expected, or below expectations.

The Summary Sheet provides a summary of the risk ratio and risk of disproportionality for all three content areas (i.e., reading/ELA, math, science).

If it is desired to conduct this analysis for additional content areas (e.g., social studies) or subgroups (e.g., chronic absenteeism, migrant, refugee, etc.) use the spreadsheet under the “Other” tab.
Using the Tool to Facilitate Discussions

This tool is intended to provide an easy-to-use template for looking at SEA or LEA AA-AAAS participation data to determine if there may be disproportionality of a group. If possible disproportionality is detected, it can be used as a basis for having discussions about the data.

While there is a lack of an explicit definition or guidance on how to calculate disproportionality for students who participate in an AA-AAAS, this tool provides a starting point for SEAs and LEAs to examine their data and ask questions about their findings. If potential disproportionality is detected, some questions that may be discussed include:

- Is the number of students in the identified group large enough to have a valid result? For example, in very small LEAs, the number of students in some subgroups may be so small that even one or two students in a group may have a major effect on the results.
- Is there a plausible reason to have the disproportionality? For example, if the number of students in a subgroup in the LEA is small (e.g., Pacific Islander) but there is one family in the LEA in that subgroup that has three students taking the AA-AAAS, there may appear to be disproportionality, but it could be justified.
- Is the disproportionality significant and is there a need to address it? For example, if the risk ratio is 1.5%, it may not be significant, but a risk ratio of 3.0% may warrant further investigation.
- What root cause may be contributing to this disproportionality?
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